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ORDER SUMMABILITY OF MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES
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ABSTRACT. Jurkat and Peyerimhoff have characterized monotone Fourier-

effective summability methods as those which are stronger than logarithmic order

summability.   Here the analogous result for double Fourier series is obtained

assuming unrestricted rectangular convergence.   It is also shown that there is

a class of order summability methods, which are weaker than any Cesàro method,

for which the double Fourier series of any   /El   is restrictedly summable

almost everywhere.    Finally, it is shown that square logarithmic order sum-

mability has the localization property for exponentially integrable functions.

1. Introduction.  In [3] and [4] Jurkat and Peyerimhoff defined logarith-

mic order summability L*, and showed that a monotone summability method M

is Fourier-effective if and only if MDL*. Here we obtain the analogous result

in two dimensions (Theorem 7.1), and answer other questions pertaining to order

summability which are peculiar to multiple Fourier series.

In particular, we obtain the analogues in two dimensions of [3, Theorems

1.1, 1.2, 4.1] and [4, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2]. That is, we characterize /^-effec-

tive methods by properties of their kernels (Theorem 9.1), and give useful nec-

essary conditions for effectiveness in terms of the matrix elements (Theorem 4.2).

We show that the Fourier series for any / E L log+L is unrestrictedly rectangular

summable L* to / at any Lebesgue point for which the maximal function of

/ is finite (Theorem 5.1). We also give certain sufficient conditions for the order

summability method   [g]   to be included in the matrix method A (Theorem 7.2).

In addition to obtaining these analogous results, we prove that the double

Fourier series for fEL is restrictedly summable L*   to / almost everywhere

for a > 1 (Theorem 6.1).  A similar result for Cesàro methods was obtained in

[5]. This result is reproduced in [8, p. 311], for the  Cx   method.  Since L*

is strictly included in   n^>0C(3  for every a > 1   [4, p. 257], our result im-

proves the result of [5].
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Finally, we show that square L* summability has the localization property for

exponentially integrable functions. This plays the role of an "end point" result for

a theorem proved by Igari [2] in which it is proved that square Ca summability

has the localization property for fELp  if p> (n - l)/a but not ifp <(n- l)/a.

Our result corresponds to the limiting case as p tends to °° and  a tends to 0.

For convenience, we will work in two dimensions for all cases except for that

of the localization result.  In most cases it will be clear that similar results are

valid if the dimension, d, is greater than two.

2.  Basics. We will use tti, tj, • • • etc. to denote either integers or cf-tuples

with integer coordinates.  The context will make clear which is meant. Notation

for real numbers and real vectors will be handled similarly with letters x, y,

etc.

Let  Ad be the lattice of cZ-tuples   with integer coordinates and   Ad =

{tti E Ad\m¡ > 0, i = 1, 2, • • • , d}. Let

/(in) = (W-nff^më-^-xdx,      mEAd,

where  Td = [-rr, tt]d and fEL(Td). Let /cGATJ"  and set Sk(x,f) =

2 f(m)eim'x  where the sum is over all m E Ad  for which  ]m¡\ < k¡,  i =

1, 2, • • • , d.  Suppose g(x) > 1   for all x E [0, °°)d and define for any

"sequence"   {sk}, kEAd,

o„m=—r-Tr—¡~r^ *,   ■ ,-sXfrk-*);     n,mEAd,n'm    g(m/(n + 1)) *(n + 1 - m)  ^v K a

/   "Í, TT2d      \

*x — xx • x2 •" xd, for any vector x, and the summation runs over all k = (kx, k2,

"• ,kd) for which m¡ <k, <n,, j «■ 1,2, •,• •,<L When sk = Sk(x, f) and s = f(x),

then  an,m  becomes anm(x, f).

We will say that   {sk}  is unrestrictedly rectangular order summable   [g]

to s if on m   tends to zero as tj tends to infinity uniformly in ttj, 0 < tti <«.

That is, for any  e > 0 there exists M > 0 such that  \anm I < e whenever

0 < tti < « and tj,. > M for i = 1, 2, • • • , d. (For any pair of vectors, x and

y, by x < y we mean x¡ <*y¡,  i = 1, 2, • • • , d.) The summability will be

called restricted if a constant c > 1   is specified and tj  tends to infinity

under the restrictions

where

TT2

tj + 1
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i        77- + 1  + 777,- i 71,- + 1 - m,

(2.1) -<      , .   ,    7<c   and   7<-^-¡--<c
c     n¡ + 1 + m¡ c      n¡ + 1 - m¡

for i, j = 1, 2, • • • , d. The summability is called square if the constant, c

of (2.1), is one.  Again in both of these, convergence of on m   to zero is to be

uniform in ttj,  0 < ttj < t2.

When

g(t) =g(tx,-'-,td) = (1 + log 1/(1 -tx))a • • • (1 + log 1/(1 -td)f

we obtain the summability method /,*.  We denote the corresponding  onm   by

vn,m'

For integers tj  and m  (0 < m < tj) and real  t, define

n~>\ v- 1 sin(T2 +1 + m)t/2 sin(u +1 - m)t/2

(2.2) Kn,mV)-n + l_m sin2t¡2

Elementary estimates show that for  0 < t < 7r we have

(2.3) |AT„m(7)|<(TJ + l   +T77)772/4,

(2-4) \K„tm(t)\<n2/2t,

(2-5) |lV„jm(OI<7r2/(T2 + l-T7j)Z2.

Let e = (tj + 1 + m)~x   and S = (tj + 1 - m)~l. Often, in what follows

(2.3) will be used for t E [0, e), (2.4) for t E [e, 5) and (2.5) for t E [5, rr].

A short calculation shows that  (tj, m and t are now vectors)

<-«"■ f>- i ■ ¡wrjrrr» ■ 4«w*+rt t/w *- -« *

where f/ = [0, »1" and X„,m(0 - «,„„,«,) • • • K„d,mfid)-
The letter  C will stand for a constant which is independent of any of the

important parameters or functions involved, and it will not necessarily be the

same constant at each occurence.

3. Fourier effectiveness.  Let / E L [- 7r, tt] 2  have the Fourier expansion

f(x)~2Zf(m)eim°x. Let

<t>x(t) = >/4 [f(x + 0 +f(xx + tx, x2 -12) +f(xx -tx,x2+12) +f(x -1)].

Then </>xEL [0,77]2  and has the Fourier-cosine expansion

<l>x(t)~   23  <7„(X)C0S TJjíj cos «2Z2
n>0
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where

an(x)=f(n)ei"'*+f(-nx,n2)eii-nxXx+n2X2)

+f(nx,-n2)eiiniXl-n2X2) +f(-n)e-¡"-x,    ti^O.tj^O,

«(Hlfo)W =/(»!'O)^1"1 +f(-nx,0)e-iniXl,    tj, *0,

«(o,»a)(*) =f\0,n2)ein2X2 +f(0,-n2)e-in2X2,    n2±0,

a(o,o)W =/(°)-

By Fc we denote the class of all series  2 an(x) for which </>x(t) is con-

tinuous at  t = 0. Similarly, FL   denotes the class of all series  2 a„(x) such

that the maximal function of (¡>x,M<px, is finite at  t = 0   and   f = 0   is a

Lebesgue point of <j>x. The maximal function of a function </> is defined by

(M4>)(i) = sup {^-/o7 o2 W" + A du: Ai > °. Ä2 > o}

and a Lebesgue point of 0 is a point  t for which

lim        j— f1 f2W« + 0 - *(0I <*" = 0.
Ttj-o.Ti^o hxh2 J 0 J 0

In one dimension, if t = 0 is a Lebesgue point for a periodic <j> EL, then

(Mtz>)(0) < oo. However in higher dimensions this need not be true. In [6], it is

shown that for a function

<l>EL(\og+L)d-1 =L: JW(1 +log+|0|)d-1 <°°i

(log+|x| = 0 for  |x|<l,and log+|x| = loglxl  for  |x| > 1) that both

(M<j>)(i) < °° and • t is a Lebesgue point hold for almost every  t.

In what follows, the point x will be arbitrary but fixed unless otherwise

indicated and it will usually be dropped from the notation.

Consider a two-dimensional summability method B = (bnv) in the series-

to-sequence form which satisfies (n, p £ A2   and 72 —*■ °° means unrestricted)

(3.1) *„„-*• 1     (" -* °°. " fixe<0.

(3.2) bnv—*0    (tj fixed,vx —♦<» or i>2 —><»).

Assume also that

(3.3) °„(0)=E ¿„A>     (ci)'
i>>0
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that is, that  on(<f>) exists for each n in the Cesàro Cx-sense for all series  2 av

in Fc, respectively in FL. Finally, assume that

(3.4) on(<p)-+s = (p(0)    (n-*-)

for all 0 corresponding to series in Fc, respectively in FL.

A method B satisfying (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) is called Fourier-

effective, or more precisely Fc-effective, respectively /^-effective.

For a measurable set E, of finite measure, \E\ denotes its Lebesgue measure.

4. Fc-effectiveness. In this section we note the following theorem which

has a proof essentially the same as that of [3, Theorem 1.1]. We specifically

include it because it leads to one of the central conditions of the paper.

Theorem 4.1. A method B = (bnv) is Fc-effective if and only if

1 1    °°
4*720+2    £   bn(v.,0)cosvXtl

vx = Q *

1     °°
+ 9   Z    bn(0,v,)cos"2t2+ S  ¿„„COS?,?, COS l»2f2      (« > 0)

v2 = 0 2 v>0

are the Fourier-cosine expansions of functions b„EL [0,7r]2  satisfying, for

every 5, 0 < S < 7r,

(4.1) ess sup \bn(t)\<M&      (n > 0),
rer6

where Tô = [0,tt]2- [0, Ô]2,

(4.2) fnofno\bn(t)\dt<M      (n>0),

(4.3) fTbn(t)dt-»0      (T2->°°),

Since Fc C FL, trivially, F ¿-effectiveness implies F ̂ effectiveness. There-

fore, conditions (4.1) to (4.4) are also necessary for F'¿-effectiveness.

Theorem 4.2. // B is Fc-effective or FL-effective then

(4.5)

2fc, 2fc2 bK

,,-oV*,   ,2 = 0?2^2^-"l)^-"2)

<M
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where M is a constant independent of n and k.  If, in addition,

(4.6)

then

fT \bH(i)\dt-+0     (« — °°)

2k, 2 k,

(4.7a) lim sup £
«-*-*2     vx = 0,vxi=kx   v2 = 0,v2±k20cl      ^1X^2 ~ "2)

= 0   /tir eac/2 fcj ,

2k, 2fc,

(4.7b)   lim sup       £
n->-°° fc,   y^O.Vj^fcj   v2 = 0,y2=itfc2 (*1      "1X^2      V2>

Proof. Let

fc    i

Pfc(0 =  X ~m ̂ cos ^ ~ m^ ~ cos Ve + m^^ = 2 sinkt ¿~^

0   /or eflcZi k2.

sin mt
m c      v y x , , i_     m

m=l m = X

and note that pk(t) is uniformly bounded in k and  r.   For (4.5) put

ftSfv t2)=Pkx(ti)Pk2(.t2l Then (4-2) ""P11"

2fc. 2fc,

For (4.7) we consider (4.7a) only since (4.7b) is similar.  Let

M= sup {lP*2(í2)l¿-/*/>«WIA: *2 > 1. '2 e*}-

Let e>0 be given and choose S>0 suchthat  I Pfcl (?,)!< e(2A/)_1   for

0<r, <S.  Then

I 2fc, 2fc,

vx = 0,vxi=kx   t>2 = 0,i>2**2 (*1      viX*2      v2~)

4   e    rs c"

4    rir rn

^ilf/kiOKiOät

< ? à foil ^WnWdt +0(0/;/; 16.W1*

< e/2 + o(l)

by (4.6).

It will be convenient to rewrite conditions (4.5) and (4.7) in sequence-to-

sequence form. Let A = (anv) be a "multi-matrix"; that is, a matrix where the

entries are indexed by the vectors 72  and v with the properties anv > 0,

a v —♦ 0 (tj —► °°, it fixed) and
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Z   anv
v>0

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

fj >kx,v2<k2

vx<kx,v2>k2

1       (n -* ~),

0      (tj —► oo)   for k = (kx, k2) fixed,

(ti —► °°)   for  k fixed.0

When we feel it necessary we will write anv = on(vx,v2y

A sequence  (S) = {Sn} is said to be convergent to S if |SJ<M for

all T2  and Sn —*■ S as tj —>•«*>. In this case, the above conditions on A  are

necessary and sufficient for A  to be a regular sequence-to-sequence transforma-

tion. As a remark, we point out that for n = (nx, n2) there are sequences for

which Sn —*■ S as tj —► °° and Sn ¥^ 0(1). Furthermore, there is such a

sequence such that Sn —► 0 as tj —► °° but the  Cx   mean of (S) tends to °°.

Thus the boundedness condition on (S) cannot be dispensed with.

Associated with A  is a series-to-sequence method B = (bnv) defined by

Kv= ¿Z
1¡>V

*np. (n, v > 0 are vectors).

From the conditions on A we see that

b„„ 1      (tj —► °°, v  fixed),

0      (tj fixed, y, —*■ <*> or v2 —> °°)

and if v > v   then bnv < bnv<.

Suppose that B satisfies condition (4.5). By writing bnv  as the sum

above and changing the order of summation (4.5) becomes

(4.9)

KX K2 fcj+m,—1     fc2 +
1 v^ ^

m,-l

T72,T72
= 1   m, = l  '"l'"2   v,=k,-m,    v~=k-,-m.

<M.

Similarly (4.7) becomes

(4.10a)  Ihn sup
n-*°°  fc.

1

m¡=l  m2 = l '"l'"2   vx—kx—mx  v2 = k2—m
m,m

= 0

for each k,   and
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(4.10b)    Ihn sup
n-*°° fcj

fc, fc2 , fcj+m,-l     fc2 + m2—1

z  z -1—    z     z
m, = l m2 = \ "ix     2   Vj=fcj—m,  v2=k2—m2

= 0

for each k2.

5. Convergence theorems.  In the next two sections, we prove two conver-

gence results. The first of these shows that the method L* is Fourier-effective

at Lebesgue points for which the maximal function is bounded. The second is

that the method L* is restrictedly Fourier-effective almost everywhere provided a> 1.

For such a, the method L* is weaker than all two-dimensional Cesàro methods but

still stronger than L*   [4, p. 257].

Theorem 5.1. Let t = 0 be a Lebesgue point for <Px(t) at which the

maximal function of <px(t) is bounded.   Then  anm(x,f) = o(l) as n—► °°

uniformly in m,  0 < tti < tj.

In the proof of this theorem, it will be convenient to use

„Tl. -Tl.,*»-j*0.'*•»-«**
Since px(h) —► 0 as ft -* 0 and M(/>X(Ö)<M< » it follows that  l/x^ft)! <
M<o».

Let go be a nonnegative function of a single variable in L! [0,7r]. By

using an integration by parts argument for each of the following integrals, one

can show

where p(t) = (l/t)fQœ(u)du.  We will use (5.1) successively in the integrals

appearing below.

We have as a consequence of (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) with

e,. = («,. + 1 + m,)-1,      8, = (tj,. + 1 - tti,.)-1    for i = 1, 2,

and

g(t) = (1 +log 1/(1 - f,)Xl + log 1/(1 - Z2)),

that
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= Cí0 I^»2.'»2(Í2)I{Jo ^1*,^ '  '**('!■ '*> "/W ^l}^

<cJ¡^2.-2(í2)|{f;/>^' f2>*i +/;;^i- ^2)77

+ s,     o>(tx,t2y—\dt2

where  cofí,, r2) = \<Px(tx, t2) -/(x)|  is integrable in tx   for almost every  t2.

One now applies (5.1) to the inner integrals and obtains a summation of three

terms. In each of these, the estimates (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) are applied again for

variable r2. One finally obtains that  \g(m/(n + l))onm(x, f)\ is dominated by

a constant times

dt « dt2
8x82p(n, 71) + 25,52 f p(n, t2) -1 + 5, f 2 p(ir, t2) 77

2 2 ^1

/„ dt. .„   .„ dtx dt2
p(tx,n)^-+48xo2f /  M(A,i2)-r-r

«1 rj JdxJs2 t\   t\

+2s,r /V,. '2)^+«2/ ' Kti>*)-r
JSlJe2 t\   t\ J ex h

„.. r«t r"     . dtxdt2 ,   r6i f62   ,        sdtxdt2

+ 252/e1J62^1'Í2)lT^+/e;/e2M(íl'Í2)^V-

It is tedious to check all cases at this point.  Instead, we pick terms from

the above, which we feel are exemplary enough, and show they are o(g(m/(n + 1)))

as tj —► °° uniformly in tti, 0 < tti < tj.  We begin with

Jit   rtt dtx dt2

6 J6 ^i'^T'TT-

Firat assume e>0 is given and that 6,   and 52  tend to zero. Choose

S > 0 such that, for  0 < f, < S  and  0 < Z2 < S, we have (from the hypothesis)

that p(tx, t2)<e. We break 1(8,, 82) into four integrals. These four are

below with estimates.
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/i=5i52JÄ L Kíi»f2)-2--j-<^is2j. t ls ~r=e-
J SXJ S2 *1    f2 1   M 2   Í2

/2=SlÔ2/6/a2^1'Î2)-f2-^ <MUj ->0    aS Sl">°-

-ir r7T dtx dt2 /5,S2\

/3=8i52/J6^'í2)-^r7-<^(-¡rj  -*0   as 5„52-+0.

rb   rit dtx dt2 /52\
/4 = 5i52/ô /6^1.i2)-2--r<^(TJ ->0   as §2^0-

1 'I     '2

Next assume that 5,   or S2  does not tend to zero; for example, assume

5j   remains bounded away from zero.  Then

\n + l)

( "i +1     \ f n2 + i
i + log—-——    i + log—-—rrl 6 72, -772,   + 1     V &T22 -TT22 + 1

and 5,  bounded away from zero implies the first factor in g(m/(n + 1)) tends

to infinity as ti , —► °°. However, 1(8,, 82) < M.   By using these remarks and

some of the estimates in integrals IX,I2,I%  and /4  one sees /(S1(52) =

o(g(m/(n + 1))) as tj —» °° uniformly in tti, 0 < m <tj  for this case. Other

cases are similarly handled.

We consider one other example from the integrals in (5.2); namely,

rSxrS2Ktvt2)        .

If both 8,   and 62  tend to zero then

The case that 8,   and S2  do not both tend to zero is handled in a manner

similar to that for 1(8 x, 82).

For future purposes, we remark that it can be easily seen from (5.2) that

there exists a constant  C depending only on M, the bound for the maximal

function, such that  1er1 m(x,/)| < C for all n  and ttj  with 0<ttj<ti.

6. Convergence theorems (continued). In this section, we prove

Theorem 6.1. Let fEL [0, 2tt] 2 and a>l. Then for almost every x, c£ ,m (*. f)

tends to zero as n tends restrictedly to infinity, uniformly inm, 0 < tti < tj.
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One should note that restricted summability implies the usual restrictedness

relationships between n,   and n2  as well as a similar one for ttj,   and ttj2

while the converse is not true.

We will prove this convergence theorem by obtaining a maximal inequality.

Let a*(x, f) = sup {|a" m(x, /)|: 0 < tti < n, restricted}. This maximal function

depends on the constant of restrictedness, c, but we suppress this fact. We will

show there is a constant C independent of / £ L  and X > 0 such that

(6.1) l{a*fe/)>A}l<C||/||1/X.

In our proof, we obtain C = C(a) so that  C(a) —> °° as a —* 1. It is clear

that  o"OT(x,/) is a linear operator on / for x  fixed. We have

[TïrrT a" m(x, /) - lim   aan m(x, /)] < 2o*(x, /)

where the upper and lower limits are in the restricted sense.  From Theorem 5.1,

we know that lim o" m(x, ft) = lim o%m(x, ft) for a continuous function ft.

For an e > 0 given we may write / = g + ft where ft  is a continuous function

and IbjH, < e. Let

Ak = {x: Urn" a« m(x, f) - lim o° m(x, /) > 1/k}

= {x: Urn olm(x, g) - lim o£ m(x, g) > 1/k}

E {x: 2a*(x, g) > 1/k}.

It is easily seen that the set for which convergence does not hold is contained in

\Jk=xAk. An application of (6.1) shows that \Ak\ < 2ZcCe. Since e is arbitrary

this shows  \Ak\ = 0 and hence Theorem 6.1 follows from (6.1).

To obtain (6.1) we need

Lemma (6.2) (E. M. Stein and N. J. Weiss [7, p. 37]). Let g¡ be posi-

tive functions and suppose that, for each i = 1, 2, • • • , \{g¡ > \}\ < 1/X. Sup-

pose c¡ > 0 for i = 1, 2, • • • and "Lc¡ = 1. Then

fPc¡g¡ >\\ < 2(2 + K)/\   where K = ^c¡ log(l/c¡).
i=i

We will also need

Lemma (6.3) [8, Vol. II, p. 310]. Let h¡(t) be positive functions and

strictly monotonie decreasing to zero ast—* 0, for i =1,2. Let

f
\4hx(t)h2(t) J -hx(t) J -h2(t) )
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Then there exists a constant C such that, for fEL,   \{f*(x) > X}| < C\\f\\x/\

where C is independent of f,  X > 0, and ft,-, i = 1,2.

// we put

p"-m(x'n=^nrr^íoío{f(x + f^.«(/)l dt>
■n¿g(ml(n + 1))J 0J °

then we have |o* m(x, f)\ < Pn>m(x, f) + l/(x)| and (6.1) will follow from

(fi*(x, f) = sup {\pn¡m(x, f)\: n, m restricted})

(6.1') l{p*(x,/)>X}|<C/||/||1/X.

To further simplify calculation, we only prove the theorem for the special

case ri, = Ti2 and mx = m2. With the notation e = (n, + m, + l)-1, 5 =

(ti, - m, + 1)_1, and |/| = |/(x, + tx, x2 + t2)\ and the estimates of (2.3),

(2.4) and (2.5) we have P„>m(x, /) is majorized by Cg~l(m/(n + 1)) times

J, ■•> - ?rs° '" « *>+i/;/: **• %+frji «*. f

s fn ce,* dti j   , r c r6>*i dti dtz ■ r2 C" c*,*> dti dti8 m re     Uli rir rS     uixui2       , r* r*    ai\ a

eJôJo       ti J 6J e       t\    t2 J6J6       t     t

where the sum is arranged in an array to suggest the indexing for the summation.

We will use Lemma (6.3) with ft,(r) = 2't, and ft2(i) = 2/r.  The corres-

ponding maximal functions are

GW=^ ~k^ r if2' i |/(*i+r»« *2+12){ *» *»'
e>o e 22' J-e2'J-e2i

We will also use the following sums of such maximal functions

Fx i CO = /o*oW.   ^12^) - Z /""/o!/ W.   *is« - Z 2~if*j(x),
/=1 7=1

^.W = Z''"a/i*0(x)> F22(x)= 2 «TTS«. F23(r)= Z i~a2'f*(x),
/=1 /,/=1 «',/=!
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B31(x)= Z   2-%(x), F32(x)= Z 2t"/¡*.W, F33(x)= £ 2~^fffx).
i=l 1,7=1 1,7=1

To apply Lemma 6.2, we agree to let the maximal functions in any one of

the above sums be reindexed and denoted by /f*(x).  It follows from Lemma

6.3 that each f* is subject to a weak type inequality with a weak type constant

C0 which is the same for all f*(x). Furthermore, we allow the numerical factors

to be reindexed and denoted by a¡. Then any one of the nine expressions be-

comes an expression of the form  ~L°/Lxa¡f?(x) = f(x).

We now show that / satisfies a maximal inequality of type (6.1'). Let

g¡ =/í*(x)/C||/||,   a = 2~=1¿r/, c¡ = aja for i = 1, 2, • • • where  C is the

universal weak type constant of Lemma 6.3. With these choices, the g¡ and

c¡ satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2. Hence

|{Z% > X (| < 2(Z? + 2)/X   where K = (l/a)£ a¡ In (a/aj.

It follows that

px* > 4 -He? 4> -ad < ¥ <K+™>-
With this remark, it remains to show that each of the expressions on the

right of (6.2) satisfies an inequality of the type

(6.3) ItfcXCFJQc).

Because of the tedious nature of this task we again choose to give a proof in two

exemplary cases.

We do this first for /22.  Let L  be the smallest integer such that  2L >

8/e. In this case, it follows that L2ag~l(m/(n + 1)) < C< °° for all «  and ttj,

0 < T7I < 77. Then

722     g(m/(n + l)) JeJ eiJl tx   t2

<—l—   v   Ç2'e C,e    iflîi^
"g(m/(n + 1))  ¡jix )2i-iJ 2/-»«        tx   t2

Z (Z;ra/,:;W<CF*2(x).
g(m/(n + 1)) ¡%x

We consider /33  as our second example. This time, let L be the smallest

integer for which  2LS > 7r. Then
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l33(x)-g(m/(n + l))iïf?fï t{  t

dt, dt2

"g(T7l/(TJ + 1)) ,. %  J 2i-hJ ¿'h   J      t]    t2

< C  ¿ Vr*T*Çffi < CF*3(x).
',7=1

Similar calculations give the remaining inequalities of (6.3). A finite "sum"

of weak type inequalities gives rise to a weak type inequality.  In our case (6.1)

follows from the weak type inequalities for the FfXx).

A modification of the above argument gives the full restricted version. To

see a method for doing this one could follow the argument given for the C, case,

as done in [8, Vol. II, p. 311]. One should alsc compare Theorem 6.1 with the

result given there.

7. Characterization of monotone effective methods.  In this section we will

prove

Theorem 7.1. A two-dimensional monotone summability method A  is

Fourier-effective if and only if A D L*.

In what follows we will see that for monotone methods /^-effectiveness and

FL -effectiveness are identical, thus we may speak of effectiveness without qualifica-

tion. The definition of monotone will be given shortly. Theorem 7.1 will follow

from Theorem 7.2.

In §5 we proved that L* is FL (and hence Fc) effective. It follows

trivially that if A DL* then A  is effective. So we need only prove that if A

is monotone and effective, then A D L*.

In this direction, we have already shown that if a nonnegative regular method

A is effective, then (4.9) holds. If, in addition, we have (4.6), then (4.10) holds.

It is easily seen that (4.9) implies (see [3, p. 248])

vx=o u2=o

*!-» - / kx       W V2  +  1      \

"1 = 0   y2 = fc2
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k2Zl        I f, + 1     V k2

» / „      +   1 \   / I>2   +   1       \

(7-ld) .,?.,,£,""l1 + ,08^rr^Jv + '"sïTït^-J ■ °<»

for « > 0, Â; > 1   and that (410a) implies

k,-l   fc,-l kx     \ f k2

(7-2a) ? ?.. &*11+,08^ V+,08 *r^;J= 0(1)'

fcl"1        - / k.       \  I "2 + 1        \

Interchanging indices 1 and 2 will give conditions we call (7.2c) and (7.2d) which

follow from (4.10b).

A method A  is monotone if A  is regular, nonnegative and, with the

following notation

A anv=an(vx,v2)~an(vx + l,v2)>

A anv=an(vx,v2)~an(vx,v2+l)'

A    anv=an(vx,v2)~an(i>x + l,v2)~an(vvv2 + l)+an(vx + l,v2+l)<

we have

A1O22„„<0  if 0<27, < vx(n),

C733) >0     if   ITji«) < IT,,

A01<7„„<0  if 0<^2<^2(«),

(7,3b) >Q  Hu2(n)<v2,

Auanv>0  if 0<v<v(n) or v>v(n),

(7.3c)
<0   otherwise,

where 2^(12) is a function of 12  specified for A. All methods A   formed by

taking the product of two one-dimensional monotone methods are monotone; for
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example, ail Cesàro methods with positive order are monotone.

Assuming g is defined on  [0, l)2, we define h(v; k) = h(vx,v2; kx, k2)

by

h(v; k) = {

<i>
0 < v < k,

glk
vx     k2

-,v   +-1j;      0<ux<kx,k2<v2,

kx      v2\
~ri,k~)'     kx<vx,0<u2<k2,

(i7Tt); v>k,

for all v > 0 and k > 1.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose g(t) t as it (using the order defined in §2),

t E [0, l)2, and A is monotone. Suppose that

(7.4)

(7.5a)

(7.5b)

Z anvh(v; v(n) + 1) = 0(1),
vi- 0

lim sup   V   anvh(v; k) = 0   for each v., k.,
'2 v2=o

lim sup   Y,   anvh(v; k) = 0   for each i>2, k2,
n-»» fc1   v.=0

(7.6) | *(v - v(n))Al lh(v; v(n) + 1)| = 0(1),

(7.7a)        \(vx - ux(n))Al0h(vx, 0; v(n) + 1)1 = 0(1),

(7.7b)        I (v2 - v2(n))A01h(0, v2 ; v(n) + 1)| = 0(1),

then A 3 [g].

Note that for

g(ux, v2) = (l + log y±A (l + log -~A    and   fc - K«) + L

(7.4) is (7.1), and (7.5) follows from (7.2). Furthermore (7.6) and (7.7) follow

from the definition of g. For example, if v < v(n) then
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vx(n)-vx
= log log

v2(n)-v2

vx{ri) + 1 - vx       v2(n) + l-v2

çvx(n)+\-vx dt çv2(n) + l-v2 dt <        1 1

~Jvx(n)-vx t J  v2(n)-v2       t   "" 2Ti(T2)-IT,       V2(ri)~V2'

Thus, in order to show that Theorem 7.1 follows from Theorem 7.2, we need

only prove

Lemma 7.1. // A is monotone and satisfies (7.1a), ffteij fT \bn(t)\dt •* 0

as n —► «o.

Here, T6  and b„  are as in Theorem 4.1.

Proof.   Since A  is nonnegative and regular we may apply summation by

parts twice to obtain (compare [3, p. 239, formula just below (3.5)] and [8,

Vol. I, p. 183, (1.7)])

b„(t) = Z <?i + 1X"3 + l)An2i„^(i)
i»0

where Kl(t) is the two-dimensional Feje'r kernel. Fix tx   and r2 > 0.  By a

standard estimate on Kv(t), we obtain

t\t\   V

2,2tuV2

"v(n)-l vx(n)-X

Z   Al\v-  Z      Z    a11^
v=0 K,=0     v2=v2(n)

v2(n)-X

-   Z      Z  A»fl|IP+ z
vx=vx(n)      f2 = 0 Hn)

since A is monotone.  But each term in the brackets tends to zero as « —► °°.

Consider, for example, the first term. We have

v(n)-\    (j

Z    A    a„v-an0~an(v,(n),O)~an(0,Vi(n))+anv(n)>
v=0

and the regularity of A implies that the first three terms on the right tend to

zero. If either vx(n) or i»2(ti) is bounded, then a„„(„\—»-0 as tj—*■ °°
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also by the regularity of A. If vx(ri) and v2(ri) both tend to infinity as

n —* °°, then by (7.1a),

anv(n)(l +l0g(l7,(Tl) + 1))(1 + log (2^(71) + 1))

is bounded and it follows that anv(„) —* 0. That fl„„(„) —► 0 as ti —► °°

for a general v(n) follows from these two special cases.

Therefore, lim,,.,» \bn(t)\ = 0 for each tx, t2 > 0. By (4.1),  \bn\ is

essentially bounded on  Ts   and an application of the bounded convergence

theorem gives the result.

Proof of Theorem 7.2.  Suppose (t) E [g] ; that is,

1 1
(7.8)

g(m/(n + 1)) *(ti 4-1—772) m<„<n
£     (t„ -t) = o{l)

as « —► o» uniformly for 0 < tti < n, where by o(l) we will mean, through-

out this section, a function which is bounded and tends to  0 as ti  tends to

infinity. One should compare this to the final remark of §5. It will be con-

venient to extend the definition of g to all of  [0, °°)2  by

g(x, y) =

1 0 if either x = 1   or y = 1,

g(l/x,y) ii x>l,y<l,

g(x, l/y) Hx<l,y>l,

g(l/x,l/y) Hx>l,y>l.

Let s„ = tv - t for v > 0 and zero otherwise, ■S'm. = 2„<m sv, am

(*(m + l))-*Sm   and define S"m = S„-S,^-Skl>l>2 + Sk. Thus

Sm= <

(tti < n),

(m > ti),

m<v<,n

Z    s»
n<v<m

-   Z        Z
»i=ni+i »,=/i,+i/,-«,

"i

- z
r

2—m2-

m2

z
"2-"2"

(TTI, >«,, 77I2 <7J2),

(771, <7I,,7?I2 >T22),

0      otherwise.
^
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Further, if we define

t(tt7, ti) =
Sm 77}-T"77-IW'lf      i   'iu      (TTI,  ^77,,T7I2 ^T72),m   |*(77I -Tl)|g((T7I + 1)/(tJ + 1))

0   otherwise,

and /, = max(TT2,, «,), j2 = max(m2, n2), i, = min (tti ,,71,), i2 =min(T7i2,Ti2),

then (7.8) can be rewritten as

(7.9) sup   t(ttj, ti) = o(l)   as/—*■«>.
-Kt<t

Summing by parts gives

12,

Z     anvsi> =Sman,m + l +   Z    5»,,m2A    «„(„,,m2+l)
0«»<m », = 0

m

+  Z2  5m       A01a„(m +1     )+    Z     SvAnanv.
v   =0 0<v<m

A short calculation shows that this formula can, for a given k, be expanded to

71,

Z    anvsv = (Sm-Sk)anni + x + £  (Svx,m2~Svx,k2)Al°an(vx,m2+i)

m 2

vOl,
+   Z    (Smx,v2~Skx,v2)A    an(mx + l,v2)

», = 0

(7.10)

+   Z     SvkAl\v+ £ (S   tk-Sk)Al0an{   >0)
0<c<m i>,=0

+ Z   (5fcl>,2-^)A012i„(0>    }+5fc£7„0.

We first show that for fixed n and & the first three terms of (7.10) tend to

0 as tti—*•<». Because A is monotone one can show that (mx + l)(m2 + l)anm+x

->0. Thus Smanm + X=(mx + 1)(tti2 + l)omanm +, —0 as m — « and it

follows that the first term of (7.10) tends to zero as tti  tends to infinity.

Using (7.9) we have that the second term of (7.10) is, for large m, equal to
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X    7(-l,IC2;í>1,T722)(l>1  +l)K-fc2^(0,^-TTl¡A1OíI„(l-1^2+l)|
»i=0

k2+l ,
2 *'\10,

[»id)-i

Z      (?1 + 0(ß„(yi + i>m2+i)-V»1)m2+l))

m, "j

-    Z (,;l+1X«B(»1 + l,m2+l)_an(»i,m2+l))
»l = »i(i) J

)   2lT1(T2>2„(yi(„)),

»,(l)-l "J

~      Z       ai(».,m,+ l)~('Ml + 1K,m+l
», = 0 J

and (t7J2 + 1) times each of the terms in brackets tends to zero as m —*■ °°

Consider, for example, the second term. We have

= 0(l)(m2 + 1) , m2+l)+     Z ai(»,,m2+l)
», = »,(«)

Z        fli(»,,p)<       Z        an(vx,p)-= v„
Kj = »,(l) »,=»,(1)

and  Vpl for all large p because A  is monotone, and 2 Vp  exists since A

is regular. It follows that pVp—*■ 0 as p—► °°.

Similarly it can be shown that the third term of (7.10) tends to zero as

m —*■ °°.

We now have justified writing

(7.11)

Z anvsv= Z SvkAnanv+ ¿    (S   k   - Sk)Al0an(     0).
v>0 »>0 vx=0

+    Z    (SkxV2-Sk)A°X(0,V2)+S>canO
», = 0

and to complete the proof we must show that, for a choice of k depending on

Ti, each of these terms is o(l) as n —*■ °°. We will show how this follows from

the conditions below.

(7.12) Z
»>o >-<"»<^Tl)i"''-»

= 0(1),
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(7.13a) (u2(n) + l)   £
»,=0

K-i^ír^.ojA^^.o)

(7.13b) (?,(«)+ 1)  Z
», = 0

(v2-v2(n))g[0,
v2 + 1

A01a
iT2(7i) + ir   ""O'^)

= 0(1),

0(1),

(7.14) *(Kt2) + 1>2„0=0(1),

it, + 1

(7.15a) „um   Zo I^W-J^^^ ,0J lA11^, = 0= 0   for each v~,

v2 + l
(7.15b) Blta ̂ Zo |t,a(,|)"'>2lg(0.|>2(>|) + 1)^ngwl = 0   foreach "i-

We see this first for the case v(n) —*■<*>. Let k = i>(n). Then the first

term of (7.11) is majorized by

z
»>o

r(v, v(n))*(v - u(n))g (^fj) A1 \v

which is o(l) by (7.9) and (7.12).  The second term of (7.11) is majorized by

C'aOO + l)  Z   Wx,-l;v(n))(Vx-vx(n))g ^>°JAl0^,o)

which is o(l) by (7.9) and (7.13a).  Similarly, the third term of (7.11) is o(l)

by conditions (7.9) and (7.13b).  Finally, the last term of (7.11) is o(l) because

of (7.9) and (7.14).

Next suppose that  vx(ri) —► °° while v2(n) = 0(1), as ti —> °°. For

this case let kx=vx(n) and tc2=-1.  Then Sk      x=0 in (7.11) and we

obtain

(7.16) Z anvsv= Z %VlM,-i)àlt*»,+ Z 5(»1(i),»2)A01fln(o,»2)-
»>0 v>0        l i>, = 0

The second term of (7.16) is majorized by

(7.17) M«) + l)f    ("2 + l)|a((n),    )A\(M)|.
»2=0
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Choose  e > 0. Choose M such that vx>M and v2> M implies av < e/2P

where

P=sup(ux(n) + 1)  ¿   (v2 + l)|A01a„(0>    )|
»2=0

<SUp(l,,(Tj) + 1)    ¿     |2T2 -2T2(T2)|  '  |A012I„(0       }|
i »2=0

»l(i)      »

+ sup  Z     Z    M") + 1)IA01ß„(o,»2)l<00
"     », = 0   »2=0

by (7.13b) and the regularity of A.   Hence, if vx(n) >M, then (7.17) is major-

ized by

M
vOl,

|+ (,,(«) + 1)  ^ ("2 + DlVl(«),,2)A°X(0,»2)I

»,(«)       M

»2 = 0

<^ + C £     Z   IA01O<e
2

"l = 0   "2=°

for all sufficiently large n, by the regularity and monotonicity of A.

The first term of (7.16) is majorized by

Z ^,(72), -l;20(i>2 + l)\vx(n)-vx\gU^-0)\Ananv\

<c|„ ¿0|^)-"'K^,o)ii"o+|< ~%e

for all sufficiently large ti by (7.9), (7.12) and (7.15a).

The case in which !>,(«) = 0(1) and i>2(tj) —>■ °° as n —► °° is handled

in a manner similar to the previous case.

Finally, we treat the case in which v(ri) = 0(1) as n —*■<*>. In this case,

we write

Z «„A =  Z   ^A11«,,, =  Z   o*(v+ l)A"anv
»=0 »>0 »>0

M ~ °° M

Z      + Z      Z+ZZ   =i+ii + ni-
v>(M+l,M+l)        vx = 0    v2=M+l », = 0   »2=0
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It follows from (7.12) and the fact that a„ —► 0 that  |I| < e if M is large

enough. Furthermore,

M

11 = 0(1)   Z    Z    (v2 + D\Auanv\ = o(l)   by (7.15b).
», = 0 »2 = 0

Similarly III = o(l).

The proof that (7.11) tends to zero for an arbitrary sequence it(ti) follows

by combining the arguments for the above special cases.

We will complete the proof of Theorem (7.2) by showing that the condi-

tions (7.12)-(7.15) hold. Consider first (7.15a). A calculation shows (see the

proof of [4, Theorem 1.2, p. 247]) that the summation in (7.15a) is majorized by

Zo |A°lfl-'s(;^TT ' °)+ <>«« + 1M0)I A°la«(o,»2)i

»,(i)-i
+   Z  ("i(«)-"i)

27, (T2) + r
.o -g

"i + i
"i(«) + i

,o |A01a   I'"   unv>

" „.        /".(h) + 1
+     Z     lA^jíí-^rr.c

»1=»1(1)+1 \ vl +l

+       Z        \Aolanv\(vx-l-i>x(n))]g
»j = »,(i) + 2

?l(»)+l

JT,+1
.0 -

'27,(71)41

,0

The first and fourth terms combined are less than or equal to

oo

SUP      Z    KV+an(V.,V2+l))n(P'kx>0)
Kx     i>, = 0 l     ¿

which tends to zero by (7.5b).  In view of (7.7a), the other terms also tend to

zero. Similarly (7.15b) holds.

For (7.14) we have  *(v(n) + l)an0 < 2^=0)+-1 anv = 0(1) by the regular-

ity of A.

A calculation like the one done above for (7.15a) will lead to an estimate

on the product in (7.13a) whose terms can be bounded by (7.4) and (7.7a). A

similar calculation will bound (7.13b) using (7.4) and (7.7b).

We divide the summation in (7.12) into four parts using the point  v(n).

For the first of these we have
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z >-K«)^fe^tn)Aii27„y
o<»<»(i) \K") + V

»,(i)»2(i)-i

+ »-Ç0  »F=o ^"^"<*Fï)

+ T1W-,K,a11,(^1)

/^^-t^+iK^.ojf^

+ Vz/(^2(«)-2X^i(«) + iK(0,2)(,(o)^)-,(o,^)

+ (^(«) + iX^(») + iKo^°)-

In this expression, the first term is bounded by (7.4), the second and third are

negative, the fourth term is bounded by (7.6), the fifth and sixth terms are

bounded because of (7.7) and the seventh can be bounded by (7.4).  The other

three parts of the summation in (7.12) are treated in a similar manner.

This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2.

8.  Localization for the method L\*.  Let $(Z) = (1 + |Z|) log(l + \t\) - \t\,

where  t is a real number, and let \&(i) = elfl - |f| - 1.  It is easy to see that

these functions are mutually complementary A^-functions [1, p. 14]. We will be

interested in the Orlicz spaces L$(Td) and L%(Td). The space L% = L log L.

The space L%   is commonly called the space of exponentially integrable functions

and is the space of functions / for which there exists a constant k > 0  such

that STa exp(kf(x))dx<°°.

We say that a method   [g]   has the localization property for the space S

if fE S and /(x) = 0 for  |x| < p, p > 0, imply that Sk(x, f) —► 0 [g]   uni-

formly for  |x| <p <p.

Theorem 8.1. Square order summability L* has the localization property

for the space L*¡,.

Proof.   Let 0 be a continuous function on  Td such that 0(r) = 0 if
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|í|<p and <p(t)= 1 if Id > 8, t E T0, where p and 8 are such that 0<p<8<

77. We let n ox m denote either integers or cZ-tuples with every entry equal to n

or m. We will prove that, with Knm(x) = g~x(pi/(n + l))Kn m(x),

(8.1) sup{|a¿>m(x,0/)|: |x|< p , 0 < m < n} <^||/||i,

where  0 < p < p. The usual argument using a dense class in Ly   and (8.1)

yields the theorem.  To begin, note that an application of Holder's inequality for

Orlicz spaces yields

Km(x> m < \\<kx + zF„,m(oii* • n/ii*/*rf-

By [1, p. 222(20)]

||0(x + t)Kn¡m(t)h < 1 + fTd *»C* + t)Knim(t))dt.

Let tj = (p - p')/\/d. Note that |x|'< p and \t\ < p - p' imphes |x + f| < p

and that \t\< p - p if |Z,| < rj for all i = 1, 2, • • • , d. Thus <j>(x + t) = 0

if \t¡\ < t? and  |x| < p.  It follows that

¿, $(0(x + tjKn>m(t)) dt < cfi • •. /;/; *(Zn,m(t)) dt

< C(1 +io ' ' forfîn,m(Wog+\Kn,mW dt).

The last inequahty follows from the fact that $(Z) < t log+t if t > 10.  Since

log+ IijuI < log"1" |2i| + log+ \v\ we obtain

/o/o  '"ir, l£i.m(0llog+|Â\m(0l dt

(8.2) d

< Z/o"  • • 'f0fn IK^miWog+lK^Wdt

where

By using the estimates (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) and the notation a = (tj + 1 + tti)-1

and ß = (n 4- 1 - tti)- l   and splitting the integral /£  into three parts /£ =

Jo + f« + fß 'u is easüyseen that

/; l*„.M(',)l */<C

for all i.  Furthermore, by (2.5)
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/* \K„tm(t¡)\dt¡ < Cß(l + log ß(n + I))"1 < C(log(72 + I))"1

and

Fr)\Zn,m(tj)tt0g+K„tm(ti)\dtj<C

This shows that (8.2) is majorized by

(8.3) C(log(T2 + I))"1/; \Knim(t)\log+\Knim(t)\ dt + C.

Again, using (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain

fl\Kn,m(0\teg+ÍKn¡m(t)\dt

< 4 + ̂(n^hÎV: T W*M* + /: *Mr« dj

+fßß-1log+(ß-1Ar2)d{^

<c(l +l08r7TT^j-r £ +l0^ + i) + 1°s^TiJ^ + l0^ + 4

This estimate combined with (8.3) gives (8.1).
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